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Cbristiøn teøchers in pøblic scbools øre protlided øn tpplrtØnity by the First
Arøend.rnmt t0 p1'ø$,te ø Eecifi.c ønd. øcrive worh to promote Chriç. This møst
aop short of pro¡elytizing yet does extend. beyond. teøching morøl pølaes or liring
øs ø silent witness. The pørøble of the sower protid.as thefrørneworhfor exploring
bow thi.s Cbristiøn rnission ofpøblic school edøcøtors reqøires criticøl consid.erø-

tion ofcøltørølly held. expectøtions ofschooling in ord.er to ed.øcøte stwdents to be

inquisitfue, rørionøL, ønd to respact the tøløe of intøngible good.s.

When I went to school in Kentucþ several decades ago) my classmates were

Christian or Jewish, or they were backslidden and they knew it. The times were

"hardly Christ-centered," but they were "most certainly Christ-haunted."l In a dif-
ferent time and place, my children go to school with classmates who are lewish,
Muslim, Buddhist, Zoroastrian, Hindu, a few who are Christian, and most that are

completeþ religion-free. In my work as a teacher educator in a Christian IJniversity,
I have been required by the demographics of my region to think carefully about
what it means to be a Christian teacher in a public school in a diverse society.

TrrB Frnsr A-MsNoMENT AND THE GREAT CouurssroN

Christian teachers understand the legal requirements of the separation of
church and state. They are aware that, as representatives of a public school, they
must not violate the intent of the First Amendment, "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof."
Nevertheless, they find ways to live according to their faith and within the law.2

I Flannery O'Connor, Mystery ønd Mønners (NewYork: Farar, Straus & Giroux, 1969) 44.
2This paper will consider the role ofChristians in their work as teachers in the public school class-

room with their students. It will exclude the important work teachers can do æ members of the com-

munity and the church, as advison and mentors to young people, or as witnesses ofthe gospel to col-

leagues, parents, and other adults in the school sening.
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Many consider t¡emselves a silent witness following the advice attributed to St.

Francis of Assisi: "Preach the gospel at all times. If necessary, use words." They
know that they need not hide the fact that they are Christians, and they can hon-
estly answer student-initiated questions about their beließ. fhey treat their stu-

dents in a Christ-like manner) and they pray even as they work. While the First
A.mendment constructs many of the boundaries of Christian work in public schools,

it should not define Christian work in public schools. The purpose of this article is
to explore the possibilities for a specific Christian mission in public school teaching
ttrat is not defined by the federal law but by Christian princþles.

Many Christians consider the First Amendment to be an impediment to the

Great Commission, preventing any specifically Christian outreach in public school

teaching. However, the First Amendment actually enables a specific Christian mis-

sion to public school students. First, it requires public schools to accommodate the

religious beließ of students and teachers in many ways. Christian teachers and stu-

dents have the freedom to be a part of public schools, and they have the freedom

to speak about and act on their faith in many situations. Second, the First

Amendment prevents public schools from coercing students to participate in reli-

gious activities. Christian teachers a-re not permitted to coerce their students into
participating in Christian prayer or other religious activities, nor are they permitted
to use tåreir po\Mer as teachers to proseþze. The same law that prevents Christian

teachers from proselytizing prevents other teachers from proselytizing for other
faiths. Although the First Amendment places restrictions on Christian teachers' reli-
gious activities in their roles as teachers, it also prevents public schools from exclud-

ing Christians as part of the educational community. Focusing on what the First

Amendment prohibits should not prevent us from recognizing and maximizing the

opportunities it provides.

The situation enabled by the First Amendment is a great trade-off in which

Christians relinquish one privilege to gain another. What Ch¡istians give up is the priv-

ilege of explicitly preaching the gospel to students in the classroom. Jesus' principle

from Matt 22;2l, "Give to Caesar what is Caesar's, and to God what is God's" is

appropriately applied in this situation. The pubJic school system is Caesar's, so to speak,

so when we are in Rome, we do r,vhat the Romans do and follow the laws of the land,

insofar as the laws of the land do not require us to act against our beließ.3

3 The first clause in the portion of the First Amendment reguding church and state is called the

Establishment Clause, that the government cannot make any laws establishing religion. The second

clause of the First Amendment is called the Free Exercise clause, that the government cannot prohibit
people from prâcticing their religion. Over the yeæs, various legal decisions have been made that more

preciseþ apply these two clauses. Under the Establishment Clause, schools (and individual teachers) can-

not require or encourage sfudents to pray, celebrate a religious holiday, or participate in a religious activ-

ity. Teachers may not initiate prayer or religious activity in their roles as teachers. School cunicuium may

include information about religion, but students must not be required to puticipate in any religious

1C4
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In subjecting ourserves to the First Amendmenr, however, we gain the oppor-tunity to become significant persons in the lives of child.ren, yooír, a'd families
who may not be reached through conventional church .ffo.ts.'io most of us, pub-lic school is a familiar curtural setting, and the ordinariness of the widespreacr cur_tural pracrice of sending children to public schools may obscure its significance.
Families of all races, cultures, languages, sociar classes, anã refgio's send their chil_
dren to public schools. children from families who wourd ,r.ä, .gr." ro artend aBible study or even a church picnic send their children to public schoors. priblic
school teachers strongly influence the formation of young identities, crraracters,
opinions, and perspectives. I can think of no other profession which personaüy
touches the lives of so many young people on a daily basis.

lvhere I live in Los,{ngeles, a cerebrìty-obsessed curture values the power of
exclusive access. If you know the right peopre, you can be admitted ro praces,
events) and opporr'nities that are not open to the ge'eral public. A teachi'g cre-
dential is like a backstage pass or a celebrity parry i'vitation in that it provicles
access' Not just anyone can walk into a pubJic school a¡d influence the lives of stu-
dents, but public schoor teachers have daily access to the hearts a'd minds of yourg
people- This incredibly significant opporruniry has been obscured by the ordinari-
ness of the public school setting and a largely unexamined culrural belief that work
with children and youth is less significant than work with adults.

The positions take'in this article assume that a christian teacher,s royarty to
God supersedes her loyalty to the public schoor system ar-rd that promoti'g tire king-
dom of God takes precedence over promoting the agenda of the pubric schools.
Furthermore, a christian teacher's faith is not somethi'g that can be Ieft on tire
school doorstep but is something that is just as active in his professionar work as in

activity as part of that curriculum' on the other hand, teachers may not promote atheism or any otherantireligious beließ. under the Free Exercise clause, schools (a¡d;divråuJ ;;;.iô';*,r"t prohibir
¡ydep (and teachers) from gathering to poy or prnicipate in religious ,.ri"ri.r, ,,lig as rhese acdv-ities do not interfere with the work of the schóoh. ìs.hoois .a*ot piohibit srudents from speaking abouttheir religious faith (or lack of it) in scho-ol assignments or among their peers, again, as lo'g as these
activities do not interfere with the work of the sciool. Furthermori 

"hoJl, 
.,;ä;;;h"rs ,ry,rot d.,.,_igrate any religion or the lack of religion. Spæific lulings have deteimi¡ed tt rt u t.r.t * cannot begi'

:1,ïl ïliryï l:j-r.lis*r devotionaireading;gridurtions or footbail games carmor be openeclwü prayer; and teachers cannotpârticþate in schooi clubs which promore ieìigion. If schools allou,
nonschool groups to use school faiilities-after school, religious groui, ru* bc allîwed thc sxme access
æ nonreligious groups' schools cannot prohibit rrua.nu"rtorn lathàrìng ,o pmy ù.ør. ,chool or dur-ing,lunch, reading religious materials during these tirnes, handin! oor r.rígiou', tii..uùr. ar cerrain rimesand places, or wearing religious garmenrs. ón the othei hand, slhoors .ri p;;hid;;;;ã.nt, fro* pr.*suring other students about theil religious.viewpoints. Curently o.tiu. question, in¿ra..,"i,.,r,.,.,o
require students ro recire or be present during the predge of Alegi#., ,ì;h;;-;ã teach certain
accoullts ofcreation in science classes, and whetier to select curriculum or *rake available certain textswhich some people find objectionable on a religious basis.
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his personal life. Living out these assumptions may create conflicts institutionally
between Christian teachers and the public school system or professionally between

Christian teachers and individuals who are part of the public school institution.
C.S. Lewis writes about Christian communities as pockets of resistance against

Satan in "enemy occupied territory," secretly engaging in "a great campaign of sab-

otage."4 This metaphor, taken from World War events, connotes a flavor of
intrigue-working underground, having a cover) and knowing things about your

work that otJrer people don't know. While the Christian life has very little "Mission
Impossibie" glamour, it is important to understand that having specifically Cfuistian

intentions in public school teaching could be perceived by some as a problem, even

a legal problem. If a teacher, acting in her role as a teacher, intends to promote the

Christian religion, she may be considered to be in violation of a L97l Supreme

Court Ruling,s which says, in part, that a school's actions must have a legitimate

secular purpose. The impact of this ruling has been debated in the courts many

times, but it is important to realize that the idea of a public school teacher with a

specifically Christian mission will be objectionable to some. In addition, some of
the practical applications of these principles challenge common contemporary and

popular educational ideologies and practices, and that will be objectionable to some

as well. Christian work in a public school is likely to engender controversy, in the-

ory and in practice.

Finally, I assume the best about teachers as tloroughly prepared, highly

skilled, knowledgeable, caring professionals. Carrying out a Christian mission in a
public school is challenging, requiring an integration of spiritual discernment, prac-

tical wisdom about teaching, instr{rctional knowledge and skills, and the courage to
take professional risks. On one hand, adopting a Christian mission ir public school

teaching adds yet one more layer of complexity on an already complex work, but
for many Christian teachers, this layer will give clarity and focus to a profession t}tat

hears and answers to many diverse voices and forces.

W'HAT Wr IIew II¡Eno

fu in any Christian endeavor, our first source for direction is the Bible. But

since the Bible does not say an¡hing direcdy about this specific situation, we look

for biblical principles and see how they may apply. First, there are several well-

known directives to parents regarding child-rearing that could be applied to schools

as they stand in loco pørentit "Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is

right. Honor your father and mother" (Eph 6:I-2) reminds us that children need

a C.S. lrwis, Merø Chriçiøniry (New York Macmillan, 1952) 36.

s See The Oyez Project, kmon v. Kurtzman,403 U.S. 602 (Ig7l),available ac hitp;//www.oyez.

org/coses/197A1979 /1970/1970-89 / (last visited Friday, January 30, 2009).
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to learn obedience and respect. "Do nor withhold discipline from a child; if you
punish him with the rod, he will not die. punish him with the rod and save his soul
from death" (Prov 23:13-14) reminds us rhar discipline is a necessary part of bring-
ing up children. This theme is repeated in Heb r2:7 -rr,where the wrirer compares
the endurance of hardship to the discipline children receive from fathers. The liter-
al use of a rod is questionable in our culture, but we can feel comfortable with the
idea of discipline as part of school life for a child.

On the other side of the coin, the Bible has a few directives for parents. After
"honor your father and mother" comes Eph ó:4, "Fathers, do not exasperate )/our
children;,instead bring them up in the trai¡ing and insrruction of tire Lord." In ¡-re
Sermon on t}te Mount (Matt 7:9-1I), lesus assumes that parents know how ro pro-
vide for their children: "lvhich ofyou; if his son asks for bread will give him a stone¡
or if he asks for a fish, will give him a snakef " And of course, the familiar passage
that gives hope and immeasurable responsibility ro parents: ',Train a child in the
way he should go, and when he is old he will not turn from it" (prov 22:ó). These
passages are some that speak most directly to the relationship between childrei-r ancl
the adults who care for them, but they are not enough to build a complete foun-
dation for the work of Chrisrian reachers in public schools.

A second a¡d often un¡oticed influence on our theory of Christian rvork in a

public school is our culture's expectations of what makes a good education. These
are the cultural understandings that all of us who have grown up in the U.S. have
experienced, taken in, and accepted to some extent as the normal way that school-
ing is done.-Some of these expectations are clear because they contrast sharply with
our Cfuistian beließ; ethical relativism and disregard for Christian perspecrives are
disturbing and obvious when they are implicitly or explicitly taught in schools.
other understandings are less âpparent; although longstanding and comfortable,
they are not necessarily the best understandings for the r.vork that Christian teach-
ers can accomplish in the public schoòis of the twenty-first century. Hidden cultural
understandings are powerfi.rl because they invisibly define our world as the glass
walls of an aquarium define the world of a goldfish.

we must be open to the possibility that some of our curtural expecrations
regarding the public school experience do not slrpporr a Christian mission in pub-
Iic schools. They are not biblical expectarions, so we do not need to feel bouncl to
them. Even the briefest study of the philosophy of education reveals dozens of the-
oretical and cultural influences on contemporary schooling. Foilowing are three of
the cultural sources that have contributed to our expectations ofschooling that are
relevant to an understanding of Christian work in public schools.

The first source is our Puritan heritage. Puritans took their beließ seriously,
especially, it seems, the doctrine of original sin, and this played out in how they
educated their children. John wesley rù/arns) "The parent who stud.ies to subdue
[the will] in his child works together with God in the renewing and saving a soul.
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The parent who indulges fthe will] does the devil's work, makes religion impracti-
cable, salvation unattainable; and does all that in him lies to damn his child, soul
and body forever."ó The image of the joyless Puritan classroom in which switch-
beaten students recite Bible verses and portentous rhymes about sin and hell lingers
in our conception ofschool and transfers easily from Puritan concerns for children's
salvation to contemporary secular concerns for children's future earthly success.

Puritan schools were the "custodian of the morals of the young,"7 just as contem-
porâry public schools are called to address character development) promote volun-
teerism, support mental health, increase children's self esteem, and improve behav-

ior. Contemporary calls for stricter discipline, school uniforms, and longer school
days and years fit well within a Puritan perspective on external discipline as a pre-
cursor to salvation and hard work as an outward indication of spiritual well-being.8

The Puritan concern for orthodoxy is echoed in the current preoccupation with
state and national standards, testing, and accountability.

The purpose of this section is not to criticize Puritan values nor denigrate the
importance of hard work and discipline but to bring awareness to the power of our
Puritan inheritance in contemporary public schooling. Designed explicitly to save

children's innately sinful souls in earþ .A.merican Puritan communities, Puritan
strategies may not be the best strategies to promote a Christian mission for
Christian teachers in contemporary public schools.

The second influence is behaviorism. An earþ theory in psychology, behav-

iorism has been largely dismissed by psychologists as an adequate explanation for
complex hurnan learning of language, other symbolic systems, and abstract ideas.

B.F. Skinner criticized the belief (

that men have a natural curiosity or love of leaining, or that they naturally want
to learn. We do not say that about a pigeon; we say only that under the condi-
tions we have arranged, a pigeon learns. We should say the same thing about
human students. Given the right cond.itions men will learn-not because they

warÌt to, but because, as the result of a genetic endowment of the species, con-

tingencies bring about changes ir behavior.e

ó)ohnWesley, TheJournølof lohnWaley(Cbtcago: Moody, I95I) chapter4, "Conquerthe Child's

Wili," availabie at http://www.ccel.org/ccel/wesley/iournol.vi.iv.xx.html (last visited July 10, 2009).
7 V.T. Thayer and Martin lrvit, eds., The Roh of the School in Americøn Socløry (New York Dodd,

Mead,1969)103.
8 lbid., I07; note that attitudes regarding authoriry and discipline in school tend to change as domes-

tic and international tensions rise and fall. Calls for rigor, süictness, and conformþ rise in response to
perceived national threats. Curendy the national economic crisis, teruorism, global economic competi-

tion, and urban problems may be driving demands for higher standuds and accountability.

e B.F. Skinner, "Education," in From Piøget to Pkn (Wllhan Cooney, Chules Cross, and Barry

Trunk, eds.; New York: University Press of A.merica, 1993) 211.
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skinner's theory of lea'ing, deveroped. through experimenrs on pigeons and
rats, shows itself as starkly scientistic, positivistic, and sirnplistic when applied to the
learning of humans. Nonetåeless, a popularly understood version of behaviorism
persists in schools as a stronghold in how we thinl< about leaming ancl motiyatio'.
classroom management practices that rely on systems of rewarcls ancl punishments
are founded on behaviorism) as are strategies that promise raffle tickets for fundrais-
ing and pizzas for reading. Kohn points out, '(Rewards are used constanrly in near-
ly every ciassroom to try to motivate children and improve their performance.,,r0
students are offered stickers, stars, cand.y, extra recess) extra cred-it, honor roü
recognition, ev-en cash in excha'ge for academic achievement and good behavior.
Students' grades are used as incentives at least as much as communicative measures
of student achievement.

Behaviorism n'ot only guides many school approaches to student motivation,
it also guides the construction of a kind of curriculum that is familiar ro almost any-
one who has attended American schools. Curriculum that is theoreticaily based o'
behaviorism breaks down complicated learni'g tasks, such as comprehe'di'g an
expositoqy paragraph, into separate skills, focuses on one skill in isolation fio'r
ottrer skills, and measures achievement of the skill with quantitative tests. Beiravior-
ism is the theoretical foundation for behavioral objectives, statemenrs which eclu-
cation students lea¡n to write to direct their lesson plans and which read somethi'g
like, "Given I0 cause-and-effect paragraphs, the learner will identif,i rhe causes and
effects in each paragraph with B5zo accuracy." over time, behavioral objectives have
evolved into the 'long lists of content standards thar students must master at eacl-r
grade level and read something like, "Distinguish between cause ancl eftèct and
between fact and opinion in expository rext.,'lr

The standards have evolved into standardized tests t}rat measure the achicve-
ment of the standards, and the standardized tests have evolvecl into stanclardizecl
curriculum which is designed and "scientifically proven,' to raise test scores. The
dominance of direct instruction, one-size-fits-all curriculum, teaching to the test)
and fragmentation of learning into discrete facts and ski.lls ,,reflects, again, rhe
enduring legacy of behaviorism. . . . The curricuium a'ounts ro â series of i'di-
vidual, microlevel tasks, each taught and then tested."r2 The point in this section is
not to criticize the systems of rewards and punishments, standardized curriculu',
and standardized testing we are familiar with but to cail âttention to the pei.rasive-

^ l'{:.Kgil , Pynishe!. by Rauørd.s: The Troubr¿ with Gord størs, Incentive prøn¡ A,s, prøisc, øn¿
Othør Brites (New York Houghton Mifflin, Igg3) I4i..

n English'Løngaøge Arts Content Støndørdsfor Cøliforniø Pnblic Schools (CaùforniaBoard ofEduca-
tton,1997) 22.

- 
12Alfie Kohn, The Schoob Oør C!1!!ren 

leselve: Motting beyond Trøditionøl Cløssroo¡ns ønrl Tor,ghcr
Stønd.ørd; (New York: Houghton Mifilin, 1999) ó9.
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ness of practices founded in behaviorism that we accept as normal and good in our
schools. lVhile these methods can be effective for some specific immediate purpos-
es, tieir theoretical foundation as well as their practical long-term effects should be
considered when we think of what Christian teachers .* Jo ro prepare the hearts
and minds of young students ro receive the gospel.

The third influence is materialism. By this term, I am referring not to philo-
sophical materialism but a value that easily follows: a broad perspective that values
material progress, competition for limited resources) and the acquiring of wealth
and power. It only makes sense that these secular goals are thoroughly entrenched
in secular schools, but Christian teachers should be aware of this entrenchment.
Materialism merges with the main premise from behaviorismr3 that learning is a

measurable change in behavior and adds the value judgment that actrieving more
measurable outcomes at a faster rate is better than achieving fewer measurable out-
comes at a slower rate. For instance, baby boomers in the united states were
expected to learn to read in first grade. Now the Cøliforniø English-Løngwøge Arts
content støndørds require the grandchildren of baby boomers to "Read simple
one-syllable and high-frequenry words"Ia in kindergarten.

The implication from this evolution seen in the Standards is that if reading in
first grade is good, reading in kindergarten is better-for everyone. Materialistic
competition plays a prominent role in contemporary schooling from classroom pro-
cedures to national policies. Students compete for grades, test scores) class rank,
and academic recognition. students resort ro high-tech cheating, requiring school
administrators to respond with higher-tech anticheating measures. Raising acade-
mic standards (higher than other people's academic standards) is seen as a neces-
sary precursor to improving education. High-performing schools scramble to
outscore other schools for a higher place in the norm referenced Academic perfor-

mance Index; low-performing schools scramble to raise their API and avoid state
takeover. The ability to compere in the global marketplace drives much of ed,uca-

tional decision making. Schools, teachers, students, and their families feel the pres-
sure to achieve more and to achieve it faster.

Material gain is not part of the gospel message, but it is hard to resist the.power
of materialism when it seems that so much is on the line. Given the state of the world
and American middle-class expectations, the worldly success of our students is

indeed tied to their ability to achieve more tlings at a faster rate than other studenrs.
However, when it comes to their spiritual dispositions and their futures in the king-

13 Behaviorism is a philosophically materialistic theory in that it defines learning æ outward changes
in behavior, ignoring or denþg the existence of internal states or phenomena. ,As such, materialistic
values and behaviorism support one another well. See Michael L. Peterson, With Att Toør Mind.: A
Christiøn Philwophy of Ed,øcøtion (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame, 2001) 28-39.

":n 

tont**^nguøge Arts Content Støndørds,I.
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dom of God, the influence of materialism should be acknowledged and t},e value of
narrowly defined materiar progress and achievement should be f,uestioned.

These three sources of culturar expectations-puritanism, berravioris'r, and
materialism-and their implications for schoois deserve r..ognition and a critical
treatment because they have had a powerfi.rl hand in shapinj current educational
ideologies and practices. Behaviorism and materiarism are both rooted in philo_
sophical naruralism and thus suppoft one anorher. The berief rhat trre physicaJ
world is all there is couples with the belief that learning is nothing more than a'
observable change in behavior. The value of materialistic comperirion ancl progress
follows logically from these. puritanism, its essence founded or, ,h.ir-, stands apart
theoretically from behaviorism and materialism. However, the puritan practices of
external discipline, conformity, and ha¡d work can be used to support the practices
of materialism and behaviorism. Hard work, consequences, and achievement cio
have a place in public education. However, in order to construct an understa'ding
of a Christian mission for teachers in public schools, the influences of p*rita'is'r,
behaviorism, and materiaüsm on contemporary scrrooling must be recognized.

Lest the preceding paragraphs leave the reader with the impression that I am
wholly disillusioned with the foundations and pracrices of .ont.-porary public
schools,-I must acknowledge that rhere are many admirabre qualitiÀ inherenr to
our public school practices that are consistent with Christianiry and whic¡r enable a
Christian mission. For instance, our schools educate all children regardless of back-
ground or abiliry, which isn't the case in other places or at other"times. Further-
more, the nation as a whole .ecognizes that everyone has a respo'sibiliry to ec{u-
cate child¡en and youth, and we pay taxes to support this work. schoor officiars and
teachers create policies, procedures, and activities that encourage stlÌdents to be
honest, kind, responsible, fair, and respectful.

one of the mosr hope-engendering quaiities about public schoors is that the
overwhelming majority of teachers and others who work i' ed*carion are peopre
who genuinely care about children. As a result, in many important ways, oLrr
schools work well. students who complete a pubric scrroor .åo.otio' read and
write, compute, and know quite a bit about the worrd. From a historical and glob-
al perspective, this is not a minor accomplishment. of course, positive quarities are
present in differing amounts in different schools, and too often those students who
need the most support receive the least.rs yet even whe' the public school systern
fails children and their families, rrope for improveme'r remains because the pubric
schools are part of the democratic system, and people have the power to change a'd
improve the schools over time through the democratic process.

ls An argument can be made from biblical injunctions to serve the poor that Christian reachers have
an important ministry opporruniry ro teach ,toá.nt, who live in pouerq.
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THs PnonlnMs oF Trü Sorr,

Because Christians may not directly teach the gospel in their work as teachers,
it may appear that Christian teachers have no way to promore Christ in their work
as teachers. The limitations of the public school seem to preclude any kind of work
that would explicitly impact the spiritual lives of students. Stronks and Stronks
make an argument that Christian teachers can help students develop morals and
values that are consistent with Christian beließ, but they stop shorr of providing an

explicitly spiritual rationale and provide a democratic rationale instead: "srudents
need to understand their responsibilities to themselves, to others, and to the earth
even when they do not know the Creator because they need these understandings
if they are to be responsible citizens in a democracy."tó Praying for students and
teaching in a Christian manner can be done with the hope that students will be

impacted by a teacher's silent Christian witness. But there is another option-a spe-

cific and active work that Christian teachers can do to promote Christ that stops
short of proselytizing yet extends past teaching Christian/democratic moral values

or living as a silent witness.

This mission is to prepare students to receive the gospel-to prepare the soil,
as Jesus explained in his parable of the sower) so that when the seed is planted, it
can take root and grow. This is not an insignificant job. Any gardener knows that
conditioning poor soil is an essential first step to a thriving garden. In the parable,

Jesus contrasts good soil with three kinds of poor soil, each with particular prob-
Iems that symbolize human faults that |esus later explains to his disciples. ]esus does

not explain how the types of soil or the kinds of persons they represenr came to be

the way they are. Nor does he provide his disciples with any guidelines abour how
to turn poor soil into good soil. This relevance relies on particulars of the times and
locations of readers, and so we are ieft to make these applications ourselves.

Why does the soil need preparationf What is wrong'with it in the first placel

In the parable of the sower (Matt I3:I-I7), only one type of soil was described as

"good soil," where the seed sprouted, grew, matured, and produced, but there
were three types of soil where the seeds did not grow well. We may infer that "good
soil" people are somewhat alike, but there are many ways to be poor soil. Every
generation has its particular problems and opportunities, so every generation has its
particular kinds of poor soil. In this section, I will describe some specific challenges
which diminish the quality of the soil of hearts and minds in contemporary society.

The fust kind of poor soil described in the parable is the hard.path. Jesus says,

"Some [seeds] fell along the pat]r, and the birds came and ate it up." He later
explains, "When anyone hears the message about the kingdom and does not under-
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stand it, the evil one comes and snatches away what was sown in his heart." Thus,
one kind of poor soil is a person who does not understand the message about the
kingdom. Although the gospel is complex enough to have kept many brilliant peo-
ple intellectually engaged for centuries, it is also simple enough for a child to under-
stand its core message. For just about anyone, the lack of understanding that Jesus

is talking about in the parable is not the kind due to simple cognitive deficiency.

For some, lack of understanding could be an active unwillingness to understand the
gospel after a preliminary cost-benefit analysis. For others, it could be caused by a

habit of passivity that precludes the mental and emotional effort required to under-
stand something as challenging as the gospel. Apathy or lack of initiative, curiosity,

interest, and passion are habitual ways of being that can prevent a person from
understanding the gospei. Thus, C.S. Lewis writes, "The task of the modern edu-

cator is not to cut down jungles, but to irrigate deserts."li

However, in contemporary American schools, mental passivity is encouragecl

by curriculum and instructional methods that require students constantly to be pas-

sive recipients of facts and compliant participants in direct instruction. When this
happens, students' interests, passions, and affinities play an extremely limited role

in the curriculum. The pressure to raise test scores leads teachers to abandon meth-

ods and content which develop student choice, initiative, and intrinsic motivation.
Too often, students learn to read a limited passage and identify causes and effects

but not how to find a book, choose a book, read it for a purpose, reflect on it, and

find significant meaning in it. Too often, students learn to write a specific fomr of
essay in response to a prompt, but not how to make choices about what to write
and how to write about it. Completing fragmentecl school tasks takes so much ti¡le
that there is little time ieft for meaningful and authentic activities and projects.

Behavioristic approaches discourage initiative as students' learning and actions are

not considered to be self-directed but shaped by teachers'use ofreinforcers. The

Puritan value of hard work can paradoxicaily reinforce the passive leaming common

in contemporary schools; memorizing and completing disjointed assignments are

cognitively simple yet tedious and accomplished only through determination and

mental endurance . Over time, too many students come to believe that learning is

reading a school textbook, completing short answers, writing an assigned essa)¡, or
filling in a worksheet; that learning is not interesting or relevant; and that learning

is not something to be undertaken without being required. Investigating important
ideas, such as Christianity, on one's own initiative is certainly not an attractive

proposition. This attitude creates a desert soil so packed and hardened that no seed

is likely to penetrate.

The second kind of poor soil is "rocky places, where [the seed] did not have

much soil. It sprang up quickly, because the soil was shallow. But when the sun

17 C.S. lrwis, The Abolition of Møn (Sn Francisco: Harper, 1944) 14.
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came up, the plants 'rvere scorched, and they withered because they had no root."
Later, Jesus explains, "The one who received the seed that fell on rocþ places is
the man who hears the word and at once receives it with joy. But since he has no
root, he lasts only a short time. Vtrhen trouble or persecution comes because of the
word, he quickly falls away." At least three contemporary conditions contribute to
this kind of poorness of soil. The first is a perspective of relativism cornbined with
a propensity to avoid adversity. People who are searching for spiritual truth may
hear the gospel and receive it with joy, but troubles because of the gospel put tfiem
back on the road searching for another spiritual truth that is less demanding.
Switching roads is aliowed by a relativistic or strong pluralistic perspective rhat tests
truth not by rules of logic or by correspondence to external reality but by simple
belief; truth is whatever a believer believes. If all roads lead to Rome , and the pre-
sent road is causing trouble or persecution, just abandon the road and take anoth-
er one.

Second, aspects of a postmodern perspective, which is a particular streak of rel-
ativism, allow a person to hoid contradictory beliefs or act in ways that contradict
his or her beiiefs. Thtrs, a postmodern fragmented identity can travei several con-
tradictory roads to Rome at once, which, from a traditionally reason-based per-
spective, would require one to sacrifice quite a bit of critical reasoning. Thus, exces-

sively limited critical thinking becomes a third factor contributing to the rocþ soil.
When combined with the prevalent acceptance of learning as a passive recipient
process) the development and use of critical thinking becomes even more distant.
Years spent in a behaviorism-based educational system habituate students to expect
an external reward for good behavior.

However, when a presumed good behavior (following Ciuist) results not in
external reward but in external adversity, desire to avoid negative consequences

may motivate a reward-dependent adult to abandon his attempt and reinforce his
decision with a relativistic justificarion that following another path is just as good
and true as following Christ. Although few classroom teachers seem to be explicit-
ly teaching postmodern relativism and the abandonment of traditional critical
thinking, these seep quiedy into classrooms especially through the humanities and
social sciences-disciplines entrenched in postmodernism at the university level.
When people do not take the initiative to think critically about truth and contra-
diction, they can fall into postmodern and relativistic thinking about morality, faith,
truth, and meaning.

The third kind of poor soil is infested widr thorny weeds, "which grew up and
choked the plants." ]esus explains, "The one who received the seed that fell among
the thorns is the man who hears the word, but the worries of this life and the
deceitfulness of wealth choke it, making it unfruitfi¡I." In other words, the thorny
patch represents a person who is preoccupied with the corfcerns of the material
world more than the concerns of the spiritual world, who values the accumulating
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of wealth and power, or who is anxious about the consequences of not having
enough wealth and power. The problem presented by the weed-infested soil is of
someone who values the things of the world so much that she finds it too cliffìcult
to consider a way of life that denies the material self in many ways. Materialism pre-
sents a double threat to students' eventual receptivity to the gospel because the
common human tendency toward materialism referenced in the parable conver-ges
with the materialistic values promoted by contemporary schools.

Pn¡panrNc rHE SorL

Jesus says that the seed which fell on the good soil produced an abuncianr
crop. He explains, "The one who received the seed that fell on good soil is the ma¡
who hears dte word and understands it." Thus, if the mission of Christian reachers
in public schools is to prepare the soil, the specific work of Christian teachers in
public schools is to prepare students to hear the word a¡d understand it. one way
to begin teasing out what this rneans is to consider what the poor soils couicl rep-
resent and strive for an alternative to drat. Recall that the hard path represents a

Person who does not understand the message) someone who is close-mindeci to the
gospel or is a passive thinker who would not take the initiative to consider spiritu-
al concerns. The rocþ soil characterizes a person who falls away becanse of trouble
or persecution, someone who abandons the gospel uncritically for arlother per-
ceived truth. The soil with thorny weeds represents a person wirose inrerest in the
gospel is destroyed by worldly interesrs.

Alternatively to these poor soils, a person who is prepared to hear the gospel
message and understand it is someone who is humbiy open-minc{ed, an active,
inquisitive, determined learner, a competent critical thinker, and someone who val-
ues intangible goods more rhan material goods ancl worlclly goals. Developing a

typical school student into a humble, inquisitive, criticai thinker with spiritual pri-
orities may seem like an impossible rask, especially when we consider rhe manlr
powerful voices in children's lives. Nothing gLrarantees that a teacher i¡'ill be able
to point students in the right direction; furthermore, nothing guarantees that any
given student will remain pointed in the right direcrion through the years. And
sadly, no promise has been made that these personal quaiities will eventually lead
sfirdents to Christ. However, Christian teachers motivated by love will do their best
to prepare students to accept the gospel and follow Christ when the time colnes.

The practical means of preparing srudents to hear and understand the gospel
message are beyond the scope of this article. Briefly ancl generally, though, they fall
into three categories: surrounding students with the love of God, teaching students
to love nonmaterial goodness, ancl helphg students to understanc{ anci respecr the
power of narrative. Surrounding students with the love of God prepares rherr to
recognize that God is good and that the christian life is not exoric, oppressive, or
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impossible . A school year immersed implicitly in the love of God creates a founda-

tion of familiarity and a memory of safety and care that diminish inaccurate stereo-

types of life in Christ. Like a pleasant fragrance remembered from years past, the

Iove of God as it permeated the classroom of a Christian teacher will draw students

to the love of God expressed explicidy in the gospel.

Teaching students to love nonmaterial goodness will help them later to under-

stand that the intangible goodness offered by God is more valuable than the mate-

rial profits offered by the world. Helping students understand the power of narra-

tive may seem too discipline-specific to belong to this particular category. lVhy not
teach students to appreciate the complex beauty ofnature or even the elegance of
a mathematical prooû Narrative deserves special honor because it is the medium

that God chose to reveal himself. Realizing and appreciating thç power of narrative

in general to change lives may heip students later to accept the power of the gospel

narrative as something that can change their lives.

CoNcr,usroN

Compared to the rewards of ministry within a local church or an internation-

al mission, the results of preparing the hearts and minds of children and youth

through public school teaching are distant at best and most likely will remain

unknown and unrecognized. As difficult as it is to plant the seed of the gospel and

leave it for others to cultivate and harvest, even more hopeful patience is required

to prepare the soil for the eventual planting of the seed. Thousands and thousands

of Christians have l¡een called to public school teaching, and preparing the hearts

and minds of students to hear and understand the gospel message may be the very

ministry to which they have been called. The purposeful infiuence of this multitude

of Christian teachers on the lives of young people and their families should not be
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Prlper u,nd.erstø.nd.ing of Ecclesiøstes begins with the recognition thøt there øre
two voices in the booh, tbe Tøøcher (1:12-12:7) ønd. the ftørue nørrø.tlr (l:)-)1;
l2:B-14). The f"rørne nø.rrø.tlr exø.wines ønd. nøløøtes the thoøght of the Teøcber
togive his son (12:12) ø lesson on hft.Tht Teøcher exþr€sses øn oønd.er the sun"
perspective. Tba frøme nø.wa.tlr enclØrø.ges his son towørd. øn "øboya the sun'
perspective. Finølly, Ecclesiøstes is reød. in the lþht of the New Testørøent.

Ecclesiastes is an enigmatic book. The Teacher repeatedly declares that life is

"meaningless" ()f;1, bebet).He emphasizes his sad conclusion by describing the
pursuit of meaning as a "chasing after dre wind" (1:14,17;2:11,17,26; 4:4,6,16
6:19). He concludes that there is "no profit" in life (l:3; 3:9; 5:J.I,I6).

The book is neglected by many Christians, including preachers, because it is

so difficult to interpret. A book that grapples with the meaning of life, however, is

on the surface ofit one that has great relevance to t}re present generation that aiso

struggles with finding purpose to existence. The potential relevance of this book
makes the effort to understand it worthwhile. The following essay is an atternpt to
bring clarity to reading it, not only according to its "discrete witness" in the con-

text of the OT,2 but also in its broader canonical meaning.

Two Vorcss

Many readers miss the subtle, yet clear presence of rwo speakers in the book.
The failure to differentiate the two voices can lead to a serious misunderstanding of
Ecclesiastes and its message . One speaker speaks in the first person and goes by tl"re

name Qohelet, while the second speaker addresses Qohelet in the third person. The

I This articie is adapted from an address presented originally lor the SC) Conference, April 17 18,

2009, at Cincinnati Ch¡istian University.

2 B.S. Childs, Biblicøl Theology of tbe Old ønd New Testøt&ents: Theologicøl Reflection on the Chriçiøn
Bible (Mnneapolis: Foruess, 1992) 95-I18.


